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establishing ABCF National in campaign
mode to Defend Media Freedom. We
have been overwhelmed by members and
supporters expressing their anger and
disbelief that Australia has joined the ranks
of those regimes around the world which
criminalise journalists.

I

n recent weeks ABC Friends National
has been focussed on a response
to the AFP raids on the ABC on
Wednesday 5 June, followed by

At an international media freedom

Inside
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conference in London Australian Foreign
Minister, Marise Payne was embarrassed
to have Australia identified as a democracy
failing to maintain standards of journalistic
freedom and citizens’ right to information.
Speaking as the United Kingdoms Special
Envoy on Media Freedom, Amal Clooney
spoke about the way journalists can be at
risk in both democracies and authoritarian
regimes.
continued on page 4.
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I

n the April edition of Update I wrote:
“The outcome of the forthcoming
Federal election will be crucial to
the survival of the ABC that we know
and love.” The somewhat unexpected
return of the Coalition government
has not provided the ABC with the
certainty that it needed to plan for the
future. The government has made no
promises and given no guarantees
about future funding levels and freedom
from political interference. The recent
vote by the Federal Liberal Party to
privatise the ABC has given little cause
for optimism about future funding needs
and independence. Accusations of
bias against the ABC were repeated
by politicians of the right, and News
Corporation outlets accelerated their
anti-ABC campaign.
However, the May Federal election saw
a level of activity and involvement by
ABC Friends across the nation that we
have not seen before, in a campaign
which saw the ABC brought into focus
as a major election issue, especially
in marginal seats, and it is likely that
our campaign influenced the result in
some of those seats. In the seat of
Blue Mountains, where I happen to
live, and the final seat to have the result
declared, there is no doubt that the
future of the ABC was one factor which
helped to determine the final result, and
return Susan Templeman, the sitting
Labor member, and a strong supporter
of the ABC.
The reports from states, branches and
groups in this Update will describe in
detail the work of Friends before and
during the election period, and will give
some indication of the countless hours
which members devoted to the cause,
both in fundraising for the campaign,
organising rallies and public meetings,
and in the production and display of
spectacular posters, banners and
handouts and in social media. We must
record our thanks to Jeff Waters and
Ranald Macdonald for their vital role in
the crowdfunding campaigns, social
media and the production of information
and resources, and National President
Margaret Reynolds for her indefatigable
leadership throughout the campaign.

Funding Cuts have greatly
diminished our ABC
We are all impacted by the loss of
programs and services, especially since
the drastic cuts of 2014, and it is not
difficult to see, read and hear daily the loss
of quality and depth in so many muchloved programs because the ABC no
longer has the resources even to fulfil the
requirements of its charter. In this Update
you will find a detailed examination and
analysis of those cuts over an 8-year
period by two academics, Alexandra
Wake from RMIT and Michael Ward from
the University of Sydney, and commentary
by Prof Ed Davis, NSW President and
National Vice-President of ABC Friends.
Their observations must surely strengthen
the resolve of all ABC Friends to do all
that we can to ensure that our public
broadcaster is not further diminished in
its capacity to speak the truth, and shine
the light in those places that some of our
leaders would prefer we did not go. It
also seems bizarre that the government
responsible for axing ABC TV to the
Pacific and Asia via the Australia Network,
and the Radio Australia service on short
wave is now offering $17m to commercial
TV to broadcast into the Pacific. Inflicting
our commercial TV on unsuspecting
Pacific Islanders does not seem to be the
act of a good neighbour!

AFP Raids resonate around the
World
International reaction was swift and strong
as media reported on the AFP raids on the
ABC and News Corporation, especially in
the UK and USA, and serious questions
have been asked about the freedom of
the press in Australia. Peter Greste, an
Australian journalist with bitter personal
experience in a country where the press
is not free, reflects on the raids in this
Update, and we report on an unusual
media alliance of Hugh Marks (Channel
9 Chief Executive), Michael Miller (News
Corporation Executive Chair) and David
Anderson (ABC Managing Director),
joining to address the National Press Club
in Canberra.
ABC Friends has responded with the
Defend Media Freedom campaign,

launched by National President Margaret
Reynolds on the front page of Update.
A pamphlet has been produced, and
we urge all Friends to take the action
recommended in that pamphlet, which
can be found on abcfriends.org.au

New Website
Friends please note that we have a new
national website on abcfriends.org.au
which should greatly assist our operations
as a national organisation, and we record

our thanks Chris Cartledge for his
skills, patience and professionalism
in creating the new website.
Mal Hewitt OAM
ABC Friends

Welcome to new ABC leaders
ABC Friends welcomes warmly the recent
appointees to the ABC. Ita Buttrose AC
OBE brings to the position of Chair of
the Board a lifetime of experience in the
media, and a record of support for a
publicly funded broadcaster. We applaud
her strong statement on press freedom in
response to the AFP raids.
David Anderson brings to the position of
Managing Director 30 years of experience
in the ABC in several different roles, and
a high degree of credibility amongst ABC
staff. We look forward to working with
both as we advocate for the ABC, and
are delighted that Ita Buttrose has agreed
to address the Annual Dinner of NSW
Friends on 6 September.

We Honour Two ABC Veterans
Margaret Throsby embodies all of
the qualities that we admire in our
broadcasters, and has completed an
astonishing 50 years as an unmistakable
voice of the ABC. We feature Margaret,
and her thoughts on her long career in
broadcasting. It was wonderful to hear
her recently for several weeks on ABC
Classic, filling in for Ed Ayres on her
weekend program.
Kerry O’Brien’s enormous contribution to
quality journalism was recognized when
he was recently inducted into the Logie
Hall of Fame, and we include a report
of his typically challenging acceptance
speech. Kerry was also very active in the
ABC Friends election campaign, where we
appreciated his calls to arms in defence of
our ABC.

Some Sad Farewells
Sue Pinnock, President of SA Friends,
reports on the passing of three Friends
who made an enormous contribution
to ABC Friends in South Australia; two
former presidents, Darce Cassidy and
Joan Laing, and Life Member Terry
Keen. I had the privilege of working
with Darce and Joan during my time as
NSW President, and I found them both
generous with their time and skills, and
passionate about the ABC. Darce had a
long career working for the ABC, and we
include a tribute to him from three of his
journalist colleagues.
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continued from page 1.
The political response to the
undermining of media freedom in
Australia to date has been limited. While
political leaders have made soothing
noises about ‘upholding press freedom’,
government and police spokesmen have
been quick to also mouth platitudes
that ‘no one is above the law’. However
there seems no urgency about reviewing
those very laws that are currently being
used to intimidate journalists. It is the
role of our media professionals to
question and investigate to ensure that
the public is informed about decisions
being made on their behalf.
Instead of supporting Senator Kristina
Keneally’s independent fresh enquiry
into all elements of press freedom,
the government referred this issue to
the established Joint Committee on
Intelligence and Security, which already
guards the very laws that may be used
to restrict journalists’ ability to report.
Clearly ‘national security’ is important to
all Australians but currently it has such a
wide definition that it can be interpreted
behind closed doors with very little
scrutiny of the public interest.
In the Senate there are on going efforts
to keep a spotlight on media freedom
with Centre Alliance Senators Rex
Patterson and Stirling Griff introducing
legislation for ‘An Australian First
Amendment to the Constitution’ that
would protect freedom of the press
and freedom of speech similar to
that enshrined in the United States
constitution.
In the House of Representatives, it
will be Communications Minister Paul
Fletcher, Labor spokespeople and
independents like Andrew Willkie,
Rebekah Sharkie and Greens Adam
Bandt who will need to closely monitor
legislative standards of Australian
journalists’ and whistle blowers’
protection. We want to keep all
parliamentarians focussed on their
responsibility to maintain a committed
focus on Australian media freedom
to hold governments to account and
always act in the public interest.
Government relations with the ABC
in recent years have been poor with
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ongoing reviews and serious funding
cutbacks. Any journalistic challenge to
current government policy or serious
analysis of complex issues is immediately
labelled a leftist conspiracy, yet such
open debate is an essential component of
independent public broadcasting.
Therefore, we urge all our members
and supporters to keep their elected
representatives focussed on defending
the ABC and Australian media freedom.
We continue to receive correspondence
from many concerned Australians,

so we will continue to report these
views in our efforts to maintain public
broadcasting and media freedom that
ensures Australian independent journalism
cannot be disputed. We need to set and
maintain high standards which cannot be
manipulated to slide into comparison with
authoritarian regimes.
The Defend Media Freedom pamphlet is
being distributed in the Parliament this
week and has been adapted for broader
community use and is available on
our website.

DEFEND MEDIA
FREEDOM
I am a retired Australian who is appalled that our journalists are being
treated like criminals. Isn’t this why we supported Peter Greste when he was
imprisoned in Egypt? — Rae, ABC Friend
It is critical that a ministerial statement be tabled in the parliament next
month to totally support Australian press freedom and the rights of
journalists. – Janey, ABC Friend
In the interest of a strong democracy, I request a review of all legislation
which can be used to exploit the terminology of ‘national security’ so
that citizens’ right to information in the national interest is restricted. —
Catherine, ABC Friend

WHAT YOU CAN DO
ABC FRIENDS National wants all parliamentarians to actively support our
DEFEND MEDIA FREEDOM campaign.
•	Join the ABC Friends Parliamentary Group or your state ABC Friends
organisation.
•	Initiate parliamentary and community debate — because media freedom is
fundamental to Australian democracy.
•	Advocate for the Australian Foreign Minister to appoint a special envoy
on media freedom in line with the United Kingdom Foreign Minister, who
appointed human rights lawyer Amal Clooney in April 2019.

Be better than
North Korea
Amal Clooney warns
Australia on press freedom

Nick Miller
Sydney Morning Herald
11 July

London: Australia risks setting a bad
example for oppressive regimes and
could put journalists all over the world in
more danger unless our government pays
more than “lip service” to press freedom,
a global conference attended by Foreign
Minister Marise Payne has been warned.
Human rights lawyer Amal Clooney,
recently appointed the UK’s first Special
Envoy on Media Freedom, told the
inaugural Defend Media Freedom
conference in east London that the recent
ABC newsroom raid was an example of
global challenges to freedom of speech.
“All governments say they believe in a
free press – the right is even enshrined in
North Korea’s constitution… what matters
is enforcement of this right,” Clooney said.
Clooney told the government ministers
present – including Payne, UK foreign
secretary Jeremy Hunt and Canada’s
foreign minister Chrystia Freeland – they
must “make sure that their laws respect
media freedom and that their police,
prosecutors, judges and citizens do the
same”. Asked by The Sydney Morning
Herald and The Age to comment further
about the situation in Australia – where
police have raided journalists’ offices
and homes, trawled phone network
metadata, tried to access travel records
and kept open the threat of prosecution
for publishing leaked official documents
– Clooney said the decline in press

freedom around the world “is not limited
to non-democracies”. “What happens
in a country like Australia, or the UK or
the US will be looked at by every other
leader in the world and potentially used
as an excuse to clamp down even further
on journalists,” Clooney said. “I think
journalists all over the world are less safe
if the rhetoric or even policies or laws
in states that are supposed to be free
are actually a threat to journalism in that
country.”
Her comments were supported by
Mr Hunt. “The big battle in the 21st
century is going to be between open
and closed societies,” he said. “Those
of us who believe in open societies have
to be prepared to submit ourselves to
scrutiny. It’s very important that we are
open about what we can improve and
also get that balance between security
and basic freedoms right. Because we
know that the security card is going to
be used by repressive regimes all over
the world so it’s absolutely essentially
that we draw that line in the right place.”
And Ms Freeland said press freedom
was “100 per cent” under threat in the
West as well as elsewhere. “We are
living in a really worrying time,” she said.
“Authoritarianism is on the rise and liberal
democracy is under threat - more so I
think than at any time since the second
world war. Part of it is this challenge of
balancing security and freedom but also
it is the terrible temptations of power.”
When governments get a hard time from
journalists they are tempted to wonder “if
we really need someone holding our feet
to the fire”, Freeland said.

Clooney said threats to free press were
not just a problem for “far-off lands” but
“exist even in democracies that otherwise
have a strong tradition of free speech”.
She cited the example of the recent police
raid of the ABC over allegations that
classified material was used in a news
report. “We have reached the point where
there are few places in the world where
journalists are not surveilled, harassed,
disenfranchised or subjected to selfcensorship The challenges to media
freedom are urgent and they are global.”
Clooney also criticised US president
Donald Trump as “a leader who vilifies the
media, making honest journalists all over
the world more vulnerable to abuse”.
In a brief statement to the conference,
Payne said journalists played an essential
role in underpinning good governance.
She said Australia “has been strong and
clear in our support for the protection of
journalists and the rights to freedom of
expression” in international forums such
as the United Nations and in bilateral
meetings such as pushing for the release
of Reuters journalists in Myanmar. But
she added “we recognise a sensible
balance needs to be reached between
protecting our national interest in the face
of ever evolving security challenges and
upholding the public’s right to know”.
Before the conference Payne rejected the
accusation that attending the conference
was hypocritical considering recent threats
to press freedom in Australia. “I would
imagine if Australia was not represented
at a conference like this today then you
would say the government wasn’t
doing their job,” she told journalists.
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Colleen Murrell, Associate
Professor, Journalism, Swinburne
University of Technology
The Conversation

Media chiefs unite
on press freedom,
but will it result in
any action?

I

n a rare show of unity, the heads of
Australia’s biggest news organisations
- the ABC, Nine and News Corp - have
called for stronger legal protections for
press freedom in the wake of this month’s
police raids on journalists. Sharing a panel
at the National Press Club in Canberra,
the media chiefs outlined several key
demands:
• s
 earch warrants to be contestable
before the arrival of police
• better protection for whistleblowers
• a
 limitation on the number of
documents being marked secret by
various government bodies
• areview of freedom of information
laws
• a
 n exemption for journalists from
being prosecuted under national
security laws
First to address the lunchtime crowd
was the ABC’s managing director, David
Anderson, who called the fact that he was
seated alongside News Corp Australasia
executive chairman Michael Miller and Nine
chief executive Hugh Marks “an unlikely
coalition of the willing.” But he underlined
that unity was imperative because “the
stakes are so high.” Anderson made
a passionate speech that stressed the
ABC’s record of “speaking the truth to
the community”. He listed the many
investigative reports by ABC journalists
that led to royal commissions, from Chris
Masters’ 1987 “Moonlight State” report
on corruption in Queensland’s police force
to more recent ones in banking and aged
care. He also referred to the work of ABC
journalists Dan Oakes and Sam Clark
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on a series of stories called the Afghan
Files, the reporting that led to the AFP
raid on the ABC’s Ultimo headquarters
in Sydney. Anderson argued that it was
difficult for the media to do its job with
the “patchwork of laws” in place and
whistleblowers risking “being cowed
out of existence”. Most importantly,
he stressed that decriminalising
journalism is a mandatory first step.

‘Balance too weighted
towards secrecy’
Marks claimed that press freedom
had been eroded in Australia
due to a mix of technological
change, bad legislation and
over-zealous officials. He
said it was now more risky and it’s more
expensive to do journalism that makes
a real difference in this country than
ever before. Like Anderson, Marks also
emphasised the important investigative
public interest journalism carried out by
Fairfax and Nine journalists in recent years,
including work by Laurie Oakes, Adele
Ferguson, Joanne McCarthy and Chris
O’Keefe. He argued that media freedom
was under threat because “governments
and institutions are becoming more
secretive” and that national security was
sometimes invoked to shut down debate
on spurious grounds. He believed the
balance is too weighted towards secrecy.
Marks took issue with various current laws,
arguing that defamation laws didn’t achieve
what they were meant to and the huge
rise in suppression orders and complexity
of Freedom of Information laws led to an
“obstacle course of legal hazards”. Bearing
this in mind he said: This would be the stuff

of pantomine
were it not so
serious.
Miller drew
attention to
Australia’s slide
down the 2019
World Press
Freedom Index
to number 21 –
below Suriname
and just ahead
of Samoa – and
commented
that Australia
should instead
be “leading by
example”. He
believed that
two AFP raids in two days, plus “strong
information that other raids were planned”
equalled “intimidation not investigation”.
Miller said News Corp had called on
Attorney-General Christian Porter to make
sure that its journalist, Annika Smethurst,
doesn’t face criminal charges after the raid
on her home. He said many of the faults in
our laws could be “easily corrected to reset
the balance between security and the right
to know”. But there is a deeper problem
- the culture of secrecy. Too many people
who frame policy, write laws, control
information, and conduct court hearings,
have stopped believing that the public’s
right to know comes first.

More action, fewer promises
The most interesting part of the discussion
came when ABC’s Matthew Doran asked
the panellists if they thought the public
would get behind changing laws to suit a

group of privileged journalists. Marks said it
was a start. Freedom of speech feels very
personal to me. We have to make it feel
personal for the public.
But there were some in the room who
appeared less reassured by the rhetoric on
display. The Guardian’s Catherine Murphy
pointed out that when these laws were
passed “tranche by tranche” in recent
years, there was not much media focus on
these changes.
Sky’s David Speers also seemed
unimpressed that the media chiefs weren’t
calling for a parliamentary inquiry, asking
to whom they were speaking in regard to
change. Miller’s reply was that they were
releasing a document outlining their key
demands and that the three of them being
there together indicated the importance of
the issue.
At the end of the day, perhaps the
presence of all three media chiefs united
together was singular. Immediately
following the event, press freedom
campaigner and University of Queensland
Professor Peter Greste said “that rare
show of unity is hard to understate” and

News Corp to
follow ABC in
launching legal
challenges
over AFP raid
warrants
Amnda Meade
The Guardian
24 June
The broadcaster is challenging the
constitutional validity of the raid
warrant, and demanding the return
of seized files,
The ABC has asked the federal court
to set aside the warrant that authorised
the Australian federal police raid earlier
this month and to demand the return of
seized files.

that the AFP raids had created a rare
moment of opportunity that we need to
seize. Nonetheless, he thought it deeply
concerning that none of them seemed to
have had any meaningful commitments to
action from the government.
News Corp is taking its battle to the
High Court as it believes that the search
warrant on Smethurst’s house was vague
and incomplete.
The ABC, likewise, is challenging the
police raid on its premises in federal
court. Anderson would like the ABC’s
downloaded data returned and wants
there to be a “threshold test” regarding the
justification for when the police can enter
media premises.
The publicity from this unified initiative is
no doubt positive, but it is entirely possible
that a newly elected government could sit
back and wait for these legal cases from
News Corp and the ABC to pass through
the courts before taking any action. There
is little pressure on governments to make
concessions to an unpopular press in an
era of suspicion of the media, whipped up
by populist movements around the world.

The AFP raided the broadcaster earlier
this month over a 2017 report into the
clandestine operations of Australian
special forces in Afghanistan. The raid on
the public broadcaster’s headquarters
came just one day after the AFP raided
the home of a News Corp political editor
over articles she published in 2018 on
proposals to expand Australia’s domestic
surveillance capabilities. The Australian
reported on Monday that News Corp will
also mount a legal challenge against the
AFP raid on Annika Smethurst’s home.
The ABC chair, Ita Buttrose, and ABC
managing director, David Anderson,
strongly condemned the raids on the
public broadcaster earlier this month. “It
is important that Australians be advised
of this action and of the determination
of the ABC to defend our journalists and
the crucial work they do informing the
public,” Anderson said on Monday. “The
ABC is asking the court for a declaration
that the warrant was invalid on several
technical grounds that underline the
fundamental importance of investigative
journalism and protection of confidential
sources. “We are also challenging the
constitutional validity of the warrant on

Colleen Murrell is a member of a
consortium researching freedom of the
press issues, led by the University of
Queensland. She is an executive member
of the Journalism Education and Research
Association of Australia (JERAA), and is
on the executive board of the national
student media outlet, The Junction.

SMH Letters
The National Press Club had an
invisible elephant in the room when
ABC, Nine and News Corporation
executives showed unprecedented
unity in their demands for freedom
of the press and repeal of restrictive
security laws. No one spoke about
the government, which is where the
real problem lies.
Diana Wyndham
North Sydney

the basis that it hinders our implied
freedom of political communication.
“The ABC is also seeking a permanent
injunction to prevent the AFP accessing
the material seized and to return it to
us immediately. It is currently being held
by the AFP in sealed envelopes.” The
application won’t be heard until the end
of July at the earliest and the AFP has
given the ABC an undertaking not to
access the seized files. Anderson told
staff that management would use “every
avenue” over the next few weeks to
defend journalism and the public’s right
to know.
The ABC has partnered with commercial
media including News Corp and Nine
Entertainment to push for legislative
change. In a rare show of unity,
Anderson, executive chairman of News
Corp Australasia Michael Miller and
Nine CEO Hugh Marks will speak at the
National Press Club on Wednesday.
Miller had an opinion piece published
in the Sydney Morning Herald on
Monday calling on governments to
protect journalism and the three media
executives are co-ordinating their
legal efforts against the AFP.
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Peter Greste
Professor of Journalism and Communications, The University of Queensland
The Conversation, 8 June

To protect press freedom,
we need more public outrage
– and an overhaul of our laws

A

few days ago, Waleed Aly asked
a not-so-rhetorical question in
The Sydney Morning Herald. He
wondered how many Australians
were worried about the fact that the
Australian Federal Police had spent a
good portion of this week raiding the
offices and homes of journalists who’ve
published stories clearly in the public
interest. His conclusion? Not many. He
went on to argue that it is because we
have developed a culture of accepting
excessive state power, with no real
thought about the consequences for
civil liberties or the functioning of our
democracy. Sadly, I would have to agree
with Aly, but as with so many surveys, the
answer you get depends on the question
you ask. What if we asked, “Hands up
who feels comfortable with relying on the
Facebook posts and Twitter feeds of our
politicians and departmental spokespeople
for information about what our government
is up to? Who thinks that is a good way to
run a democracy?” Then, I bet you’d get a
very different answer.
I agree that Australian media are hardly
trusted by the public, but I am also
convinced that most Australians recognise
the need for some kind of independent
watchdog keeping track of politicians and
the government on our behalf. It might
be imperfect and messy, but a free press
has performed that role well enough to
keep us broadly on track for much of our
history. Earlier this week, my colleague and
fellow University of Queensland researcher
Rebecca Ananian-Welsh laid out the
intricate web of national security laws
passed in recent years that collectively
serve to straight-jacket journalists and
threaten legitimate whistle-blowing. In a
number of research projects, we have
been looking at both these laws and their
impact on reporting, and while we still
have a long way to go, the early results
suggest something deeply troubling. While
they may have helped shore up national
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security, the laws have also led to a net
loss of transparency and accountability.
It has become harder for journalists to
reach and protect sources and keep track
of wrong-doing by government officials.
It has also become harder for them to
safely publish in the public interest without
risking long years in prison or cripplingly
expensive and traumatic court cases.
My organisation, the Alliance for
Journalists Freedom, has published a
white paper that offers a better way of
balancing those two crucial elements of
our democracy - national security and
press freedom. The most important of
its seven recommendations is a Media
Freedom Act. Australia has no legal or
constitutional protection for press freedom.
It isn’t even formally recognised in law; the
High Court has merely inferred that we
have a right to “political communication.”
That needs to change. The AJF is

Suppression
orders that judges
use to smother
reporting of certain
court cases are being
applied with alarming
frequency...
proposing a law that would write
press freedom into the DNA of our
legal system. It would both prevent
our legislators from unnecessarily
restricting journalists from doing their
jobs and give judges a benchmark they
can use whenever they are adjudicating
cases that deal with media freedom
issues. That alone isn’t enough though.
The second recommendation in

the white paper calls for changes to the
national security laws themselves.
Currently, many of the current laws that
Ananian-Welsh laid out in her article include
a “public interest” defence for journalists.
But as we have seen in this week’s raids,
that does nothing to stop the AFP from
trawling through journalists’ documents for
sources and forcing everyone into court.
Instead, there should be an exemption for
journalists and their sources when reporting
on matters of public interest. That isn’t to
suggest that journalists should be immune,
though. Rather, the onus should be
shifted to the authorities to show why the
public interest defence should not apply.
It is also important that the exemption
include whistleblowers. Beyond national
security, there are a host of other laws
that have contributed to a wide culture of
secrecy at odds with the principles of open
government. Payouts under defamation
laws now routinely run to millions,
potentially destroying news organisations
and chilling further investigative work.
Shield laws that allow journalists to
protect their sources in court are also
inconsistent across states and need to
be strengthened. Suppression orders that
judges use to smother reporting of certain
court cases are being applied with alarming
frequency and urgently need review. And
whistleblower legislation needs to be
strengthened to encourage and protect
anybody speaking out about wrongdoing
in government or elsewhere. While the
raids of the past week have been shocking,
they have forced us all to think again about
the role of the media in a democracy. If it
leads to better legislation that both protects
national security and media freedom, then
some good might have come out of it
after all.
Prof Peter Greste is the UNESCO Chair
in Journalism and Communication at the
University of Queensland. He is also a
founding director and spokesman for
the Alliance for Journalists’ Freedom.

The ABC didn’t receive a
reprieve in the budget.
It is still facing
staggering cuts
Alexandra Wake
and Michael Ward
The Conversation
8 June

D

Accumulated losses to ABC
are staggering
To illustrate the need for more secure
operational funding for the ABC, one
of the authors of this article, Michael

Ward, conducted research on just how
much the broadcaster stands to lose
in the aggregate over the course of an
eight-year period. He used a number of
public financial sources to build the table
below, including ABC portfolio budget

espite some reprieve in the 2019
federal budget, the ABC is still
in dire financial straits. More job
losses and a reduction in services remain
on the agenda. The Coalition government
has provided another three years of tied
funding of $43.7 million specifically for
the national broadcaster’s “enhanced
news-gathering” program. This program
supports local news (particularly regional
and outer-suburban news gathering),
national reporting teams and state-based
digital news. But this funding doesn’t
address the broadcaster’s need for more
stability in its operational funding.
In July, the ABC will start to feel the full
impact of a three-year, $83.8 million
indexation freeze on its funding, which
was contained in the 2018 budget.
So devastating is the size of that cut –
and the ones prior to that – that ABC
managers are almost completely focused
on money, undermining their capacity
to be strategic about the future. There
is no provision in the 2019 budget to
restore the funding lost over the past
six years and certainly no boost to cater
for the dynamic and changing media
environment.
Audiences who value what the ABC does
now – and what it needs to be doing to
support Australian democracy into the
future – should take a closer look at the
numbers, the way the money has been
allocated and the impact of that.
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statements and ABC answers to Senate
Questions on Notice
One of the difficulties in looking at budgets
is the way forward estimates work. As
the figures in the table show, the past
six budgets have included measures to
reduce, remove or freeze (indexation) ABC
funding, without adding any new funding
initiatives.
This has resulted in an accumulated
reduction in available funding of $393
million over a five-year period, starting
from May 2014. According to current
budget forecasts, this also means the ABC
stands to lose $783 million in funding by
2022, unless steps are taken to remedy
the situation. The Coalition government
and others would argue, however, the
ABC actually received a reprieve in this
year’s budget with committed funding for
“enhanced news gathering” because it
treats as “new” the renewal of tied fixedterm funding as it expires. The “enhanced
news gathering” and digital delivery
funding was first enacted by the former
Labor government in 2013. Although
“enhanced news gathering” funding has
been renewed twice by the Coalition
government since then, including in this
year’s budget, the amount allocated for
the program was slashed in 2016. So,
while it appears that the current budget

David
Anderson
is the new
managing
director of
the ABC.
ABC Just In
Friday 3 May 2019

A

BC chair Ita Buttrose announced
the appointment of Mr Anderson,
who has been standing in as Acting
Managing Director
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announcement is good news for the ABC,
the reality is, it is simply a continuation of
what should be seen as core business.
One way all governments have tried
to control the ABC - and to win voters
over - is by providing tied funding to
specific programs like this. One of the
earliest examples of tied funding was a
National Interest Initiative by the Howard
government in 2001, and later the Rudd
government’s Children’s Channel and
Drama Funding Initiative of 2009. These
were seen as core to the ABC’s work,
and were eventually made part of the
ABC’s ongoing budget. The problem, of
course, is that voters do not understand
the impact of the cessation of limited-term,
tied funding programs. We argue that tied
funding is also contrary to the principles of
independent public broadcasting because
it effectively forces the broadcaster to
prioritise its activities and programs at the
current government’s whim. It also inhibits
longer-term effective financial planning by
the ABC.

Tied funding used by all parties
The Journalism Education and Research
Association of Australia, a group that
represents journalism academics in
Australia, drew on Ward’s research at the
recent Senate hearing into allegations of

“The ABC Board resolved unanimously
to appoint David Anderson following
a national and international search
that produced many impressive
candidates,” she said in a statement.
“With almost 30 years of service,
David’s knowledge of the ABC
is unsurpassed. He has a deep
understanding of audience needs
and the Board is confident he has
the skills and ability to respond to
the challenges of a changing media
environment. We believe he is the right
person to lead the corporation at this
time. David already enjoys the trust
and confidence of the ABC leadership
team and staff and he is ideally
placed to continue to provide strong
leadership and direction.”
Mr Anderson stepped into the role of
acting managing director in September

political interference of the ABC to call
for more secure operational funding for
the broadcaster. JERAA argued that
the ABC has been cowed by repeated
parliamentary inquiries, funding cuts
and efficiency reviews. These have had
a severe impact on the broadcaster’s
ability to perform its important role for
the Australian people, which includes
production of excellent public affairs
reporting, local programming, international
news, children’s programming and
services on a range of current and
emerging platforms. Tied funding stops the
ABC from meeting the core components
of its legislated obligations, particularly
digital content delivery, where the cost of
success – increased take up of services
– carries an extra financial burden, unlike
analogue broadcasting.
Unless the ABC has ongoing stability of
funding and ideally an increase that allows
it to keep innovating, it won’t be able to
maintain relevance in this fast-moving,
globalised media world, nor will it be able
to continue as a watchdog on people in
power, particularly governments.
Michael Ward, PhD candidate, University
of Sydney
Alexandra Wake, Program Manager,
Journalism, RMIT University

last year, following the sacking of
Michelle Guthrie. Mr Anderson was
previously responsible for all ABC radio
music networks, as well as broadcast
television networks and on-demand
products and services. He will serve
as managing director for five years and
he has ultimate responsibility for all
editorial content.
“It is a privilege to be appointed to
the role, overseeing one of Australia’s
most loved and respected cultural
institutions,” Mr Anderson said. “I
look forward to continuing to lead the
ABC and allowing our talented teams
to get on with what the ABC does
best: serving the Australian people,
delivering Australia’s finest agendasetting news and current affairs, hosting
conversations and telling stories
that look and sound like Australia.”

‘It should be us’
ABC pushes government to reconsider
$17 million grant to commercial TV

Jennifer Duke
and Broede
Carmody
SMH, 8 July

T

he ABC has complained to the
Morrison government about a plan
to give $17 million to commercial
television networks to bring Australian
shows to the Pacific Islands, with the
public broadcaster arguing it should
receive the funding instead. Prime Minister
Scott Morrison announced the three
year, multi-million dollar funding initiative
with FreeTV Australia in January and
negotiations between the government
and the commercial television group are
underway. FreeTV's members include
Nine Entertainment Co, Network Ten and
Seven West Media. Nine is the owner
of this masthead. A media source close
to the discussions said the government
approached the industry group about
the funding and that was not sought out
by the commercial broadcasters. The
Communications Department's incoming
government brief, which was drafted
during the caretaker period and publicly
released on Friday, reveals the ABC "wrote
to the department in February expressing
concern regarding the program". The
program, called 'Amplifying Australia's
Voice', aims to bring 1000 hours a
year of television content until 2020 to
broadcasters in the South Pacific to
"promote Australia and our values and
help balance an increasing regional media
presence of other nations in our region".
The ABC, which has part of its $1 billion
annual budget frozen by the government,
argues that providing programming to
the Pacific Islands falls within its charter
obligations. The ABC Charter specifically
refers to transmitting to countries outside
of Australia with news, current affairs,
entertainment and cultural shows. This
is to "encourage awareness of Australia
and an international understanding of
Australian attitudes on world affairs" and

enable citizens living overseas to access
the content, the charter says.
Another concern, according to the
handover documents, is that the program
"pre-empts the outcomes of two reviews
focusing on soft power and Australia’s
media services in the Asia Pacific". The
ABC pushed for more funding in these
reviews. Last month, ABC managing
director David Anderson told staff his
preference was for the public broadcaster
to expand its services into the Pacific
region. The managing director said the
government's position was "up in the
air". "We think it should be us," he said.
"We think we're best placed to expand
any of those services through the Pacific
region." The Turnbull government's 2018
budget imposed an indexation freeze,
meaning there would be $84 million less
funding than expected for the ABC under
a forecast 3 per cent inflation rate. Mr
Anderson has previously warned the freeze
would result in "inevitable" cuts and puts
pressure on the public broadcaster’s staff
and programming.
In 2017 the ABC ceased broadcasting
on older, shortwave radio frequencies in
the Asia-Pacific region. At the time, the
decision was met with an outcry from
public broadcasting advocates and some
tourism operators who said shortwave
radio was essential for people travelling

in remote areas or living in places without
digital technology. The ABC insisted
shortwave technology was out of date
and the measure would save close to
$2 million. An ABC spokesman said
in a statement that the ABC had the
infrastructure, expertise and reputation
in the Pacific that "makes it best placed
to deliver Australian media services to
the region". "Existing legislation requires
that Commonwealth-funded international
broadcasting services must be provided by
the ABC," the spokesman said. "The ABC
looks forward to the release of the two
reviews." Minister for Communications,
Cyber Safety and the Arts Paul Fletcher
said in a statement that the ABC, "already
broadcasts internationally, as per its
charter".
FreeTV chief executive Bridget Fair said the
group was working with the government
on the final details. "We are delighted that
the cultural value of commercial television
content has been recognised through this
process," Ms Fair said. The government's
handover documents also flagged
"sensitivities" with a $30 million grant
to News Corp and Telstra's Foxtel from
2017 to 2020 to increase the coverage of
women’s and niche sport.
"There have been concerns raised over
the manner in which the government
decided to award this grant to Fox Sports,
and whether the money could have been
provided to a different grant recipient
(such as the Australian Broadcasting
Corporation)," bureaucrats warned. An
ABC spokesman said that if additional
funding became available "we would
look at whether that would allow the
ABC to increase its commitment to
sports coverage" and that it has been a
broadcaster for the W League, WNBL and
niche sports like lawn bowls. "We continue
to provide coverage of a wide range of
sports on radio through ABC Grandstand
but budgetary constraints have meant that
we have had to decrease television
sports coverage over recent years."
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ABC Funding:

Too Much, Too Little, About Right?
Professor Ed Davis AM
National Vice President
ABC Friends

T

he 2019 Budget, delivered by
Treasurer Josh Frydenberg,
projected funding of $1.05 billion
per year to the ABC for the next
three years. For the Institute of Public
Affairs (IPA), a conservative think-tank
heavily subsidised by mining magnate,
Gina Rinehart, the billion is taxpayers’
money poorly spent. Indeed, in their book,
Against Public Broadcasting; Why we
should privatise the ABC and how to do
it (Connor Court, 2018), IPA Fellows Chris
Berg and Sinclair Davidson argue that the
ABC is an anachronism. The ABC is ‘a
billion dollar drain on the Commonwealth
government purse. The ABC should be
privatised and freed to flourish in the new
media marketplace’ (p.132).
Their book reflected the views of a majority
at the Federal Council of the Liberal
Party held in June 2018. The Council
voted by an overwhelming margin to
privatise the ABC. The former Minister for
Communications, Mitch Fifield, and Prime
Minister, Scott Morrison – both members
of IPA - have said that the government
will not give effect to this motion; the
ABC will not be sold. Nevertheless, the
Liberal-National government of the past
six years clearly believe that the ABC has
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received an excessive amount of funds.
ABC Friends well remember Tony Abbott’s
promise in 2013 that there would be ‘no
cuts to the ABC; no cuts to SBS’. This
was a promise quickly broken, with cuts
of $254 million introduced in the 2014
Budget. The cuts have continued with $84
million to be slashed from the ABC over
2019-20 to 2021-22.

with its programs, the billion dollars appear
to be funds well spent.

So, is the $1 billion for the ABC too much,
too little or about right? The obvious first
question; ‘is it value for money?’ The
ABC’s Annual Report for 2018 indicates
that the funding delivers radio services
which include national 24-hour radio news;
a national radio network comprising Radio
National, Classic FM, and Triple J; eight
capital city radio stations; 48 regional
stations and digital radio (Grandstand,
Jazz, Country etc). There are four TV
networks: primary channels, Comedy, Kids
and News; and there are online services
which include News, iview and streaming.
Independent surveys indicate that more
than 70% of Australians watch, read or
listen to the ABC each week. Further
surveys reveal very high levels of customer
satisfaction with the ABC. More than 80%
believe that the ABC delivers valuable or
very valuable programs and similarly high
levels approve, for instance, of ABC news
and current affairs. The ABC has estimated
that the cost of the ABC per Australian per
day is approximately 10 cents. When you
consider what the ABC provides, via radio,
TV and online, and high public satisfaction

The case for increased spending is
bolstered by recognising the essential
role of public broadcasting in this
transformative era of news distortion and
manipulation. Indeed, how can democracy
function if electors are unaware of what is
happening or are misinformed? The ABC
has been established by Act of Parliament.
It operates in line with its Charter, outlined
in the Australian Broadcasting Corporation
Act 1983. It is ‘an independent national
broadcasting service’ and its Board is
charged with the duty of maintaining
‘the independence and integrity of the
Corporation’. The ABC has a statutory
duty to present news with accuracy and
impartiality. And, this is closely monitored
both within and outside the parliament.

Is there a case that more funding is
required? As a proportion of total Federal
Government Expenditure (FGE), funding for
the ABC has declined from 0.6% in 1980
to 0.2% in 2019. It is very hard to protest
that excessive amounts are spent on the
ABC when it comprises just 0.2% of FGE.

The rise of the tech giants - Facebook,
Amazon, Apple, Google and Netflix and their increasing role as a significant
source of news- has rung alarm bells in
Britain. The Cairncross Review revealed
that a majority of people now source
their news online; the sales of traditional
newspapers have halved in recent years
and advertising revenue has fallen by

around 70% over the past ten years.
Damian Collins MP chaired a House of
Commons Committee into Disinformation
and Fake News. He warned: ‘Democracy
is at risk from the malicious and relentless
targeting of citizens with disinformation
and personalised ‘dark adverts’ from
unidentifiable sources…’
Australia has the added problem of
a chronic lack of diversity across its
commercial media. This is compounded
in the print media; News Corporation
supplies around 70% of all Australia’s
newspapers. Indeed, there are few
comparable countries where people
have such limited choice. This is a
major challenge for those relying on
public interest journalism to contribute
to a healthy democracy. The style and
character of Rupert Murdoch’s News has
not helped. A recent New York Times
essay on the Murdoch Empire paints a
picture of an organisation determined to
shape governments in Britain, the USA
and Australia. The essay commented:
“Across the English-speaking world,
the family’s outlets have helped elevate
marginal demagogues, mainstream
ethnonationalism and politicise the very
notion of truth. It may not have been the
family’s mission to destabilise democracies

Across the Englishspeaking world,
the family’s outlets
have helped
elevate marginal
demagogues,
mainstream
ethnonationalism
and politicise the
very notion of truth.

around the world, but that has been its
most consequential legacy”.
Recent surveys of comparable countries
have revealed that Australia is well down
the list in terms of per capita funding
for public broadcasting. Scandinavian
countries tend to spend significantly more.
The BBC has a budget eight times that of
the ABC; an audience just three times as

ABC Friends cements
ties with our British
colleagues
Peter Monie
President, ABC Friends, Victoria
London – 24 July
On the day that the appointment of
Boris Johnston as the new PM was
announced, Victorian President,
Peter Monie, met with Colin Browne,
Chair of the Voice of the Listener
and Viewer (VLV), to share details
of our campaigns in Australia and
the UK. Colin was most interested
in our recent, very active election
campaign where we asked voters
to consider the ABC’s future in
deciding their vote.
The VLV, roughly the UK equivalent
of ABC Friends, represents the
interests of those who listen to or
view programs provided by British

great. Why should Australians settle for
less? And, former ABC Managing Director,
Michelle Guthrie mounted a convincing
argument that the ABC’s opponents
focus on the $1 billion as a burden on
the public purse. A Deloitte Access
Economics report indicated that the ABC
generated an equivalent amount through
its stimulus to economic activity across the
country. Ventures such as Mystery Road
or Rosehaven brought trade and jobs to
the regions in which they were filmed and
while the ABC employs approximately
4000 employees, another 2500 are
employed as local writers, technicians and
transport workers, among others. Those
who focus just on the cost of the ABC not
only neglect the extraordinary value that it
provides, they also neglect the economic
stimulus that it provides to the Australian
economy.
So, too much, too little or about right?
In the face of massive media disruption,
the role of the ABC is more important
than ever. It must be properly funded;
a reasonable target is 0.5% of Federal
Government Expenditure by 2025 or
around $2.3 billion. This will arrest the
sorry decline of recent years and give
Australia world class public
broadcasting.

Peter and Colin at the Reform Club
in London.

public broadcasters. There are many
similarities in the issues facing public
broadcasting in the two countries,
but the British budget is roughly 4
times the size of the ABC’s budget.
In Britain there is a substantial
prescribed allocation for the BBC
World Service, a stark contrast
with the situation in Australia where
the Australia Network cancellation
has meant that our ability to
communicate with our northern and
Pacific neighbours is sadly reduced.
Meanwhile, the BBC is still coming to
terms with a Government decision to
cancel “Licence Fees” for those over
75. Various proposals have been put
forward to the regulator, Ofcom, to
ameliorate the effects of the
age-based decision.
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From ABC Back Story

Margaret Throsby AM reflects
on 50 years of broadcasting
and recalls when a woman on air was big news

W

hen Margaret Throsby scored
an announcing job at the ABC
in 1967 she expected to be
reading the news, not making it. But as the
only woman working alongside 28 male
announcers, her appointment triggered
a media sensation. “It was big, very big,”
recalls Margaret Throsby. “There were
lots of headlines, such as ‘Aunty gets a
miniskirt’ and stories describing me as
‘sweatered in grape — the smart colour!’
It was all ridiculously exciting for the
newspapers. When I joined the ABC, it was
after a long, long period of no women on
air and certainly not reading news.”
In 1975 Throsby became the first woman
(since WWII) to read national radio news,
and in 1978 the first woman to read TV
news on the ABC. Again,
she made headlines. Articles
described her as a “longlegged brunette” with a “velvet
voice”.
She had to contend with
questions about whether a
woman reading the news was
distracting or if she got the job
because of her appearance.
One story declared:
“Australia’s newest sex symbol
is not a naughty nurse from The Young
Doctors, a titillating teacher from Glenview
High or a passionate policewoman from
Cop Shop. Believe it or not, she’s an ABC
newsreader and mother of a teenage son.”
Throsby couldn’t understand what all the
fuss was about. “I didn’t see myself as a
trailblazer, I just thought it was weird there
hadn’t been any women before me and
that it caused such a fuss because I had a
mother who worked,” she said. “She was a
single mother, as my father had died, and
she expected the girls in our family to have
the same opportunities as my brother. The
women’s movement emerged in late 60s
and early 70s, Germaine Greer’s book The
Female Eunuch galvanised women. It was
a gradual dawning and it’s only when you
look back that you think, ‘Wow, that really
was an interesting time to be a sole woman
in a very male-oriented environment’.”
So, fifty years on, how far have women
working in media come?
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made a distinguished contribution to
the quality of ABC broadcasting,”
Jones said. “There is no more
beautiful voice on radio,
and Margaret’s love of fine
music has been an education
and a delight for decades of listeners.
She is a superb broadcaster, with
perfect timing; a true understanding
of radio as an intimate medium; and
a sophisticated blend of musical
knowledge, intelligence, grace and
humour that has been the hallmark of
the best ABC broadcasting.”
Throsby calculates she’s done tens
of thousands of interviews with some

that really was
an interesting
time to be a
sole woman
in a very
male-oriented
environment

Throsby believes there is cause for
optimism. “In terms of the ABC it has been
a revolution,” she said. From the moment
she first flicked on a microphone, her love
of broadcasting has never faded.
“Fundamentally, I’m a show-off and I think
a lot of people on air are privately showoffs,” she said. “I studied drama and I
initially wanted to be an actor but I never
really pursued it.”
“I’d been told I had a good voice and
broadcasting was what I liked doing. Clive
Robertson once said to me, ‘what we do is
a performance’ and it is a performance. I’m
actually quite shy in social situations, but
[when] I’m in a studio by myself, I’m not
talking to 300,000 people, I’m talking to
one person, you, the listener.”
Former colleague and contemporary,
Caroline Jones says “Margaret Throsby has

of the biggest names in the arts, sport and
politics, including Yehudi Menuhin, Oliver
Sacks, Claire Bloom, John le Carrė, Spike
Milligan, Steve Waugh, Jane Fonda, and
Bruce Beresford. She reckons there’s one
persistent challenge. “I think it’s finding
out something unexpected about a guest,
particular somebody who is well-known,”
she said. “If you are interviewing an
unknown person it’s actually easier because,
if your research is good, you can encourage
them to reveal their story.
“If they are well-known and have been
interviewed lots of times, the key is trying to
find something they haven’t shared before.
I interviewed John Cleese for ‘The Midday
Interview’ and getting people to choose
music always opens a new door that the
listener has never heard before.” “We all
know John Cleese, what he’s done, and
heard him or seen him interviewed a squillion
times but we’d not heard what music he
likes. There was one piece he chose called
Easter Hymn, which is a very beautiful,
soft gentle thing and as he listened to it he
started to cry. When it finished, I said ‘why
does that affect you?’ and he said, ‘I don’t
know, Margaret’, in a very wobbly voice and
it produced a gentle soft side of John Cleese
that has probably never been seen in public
before.”
In 2017 at the age of 76, Throsby stopped
presenting her weekly Saturday Morning
Program on ABC Classic FM but continues
to host live music concerts and mentor
younger broadcasters. “I think radio is set to
come back with a roar,” Throsby says. “For
a while it’s been buffeted by other ways of
consuming information, but I think no one
will ever be able to top the fact that radio is a
one-to-one, companionable medium which
is unbeatable as far as I’m concerned. It
can be entertaining and funny and consoling
and I think that people who are aspiring
broadcasters really need to understand
that it is so much more than just sitting in a
studio and turning on a microphone.”

“It is a craft and I think it’s very important
that people understand that broadcasting
is something that can be taught, learnt and
something that has to be thought really
deeply about. People (who want to be
good broadcasters) should listen carefully
to how interviewers they like do their work
and ask, ‘why did I find that interview
so good or why didn’t that one work?’

“Also, one of the great arts of talking
on air is listening…. “If someone says
something shocking or surprising it would
be would be murder to say ‘well, that’s
very interesting now what do you think
about this?’ “It’s much better to have that
silence, silence is golden in an interview.”
Throsby has now clocked up half a
century in broadcasting and that’s a feat

matched by few. “I’m currently archiving
files from, The Midday Interview, going back
to 1995 for ABC archives and the National
Film and Sound Archive in Canberra and I
just keeping thinking to myself what a huge
amount of work! It’s been enormous but it’s
been so satisfying and now is the time to
stop when it is going well and when
I’m feeling fit and fabulous.”

Kerry O’Brien
issues fiery call to
action in Logies Hall
of Fame speech
Karl Quinn
SMH 1 July

I

t started with a joke, but Kerry
O’Brien’s speech upon being inducted
into the Logie Hall of Fame was a
fiery call to action on multiple fronts.
“Can I just say how pleased I am not to
be receiving this award posthumously,”
the veteran journalist said as he took to
the stage and basked in the standing
ovation from the audience at the Star
Gold Coast. Laughter rippled through
the room as the gloves came off. The
first target for O’Brien, who worked for
all the commercial networks but enjoyed
his greatest fame with Four Corners
and the 7.30 Report on the ABC, were
successive rounds of budget cuts
that have been delivered by Coalition
governments to the national broadcaster
since 2000.
These cuts, he said, had been “driven
more by the desire to punish and by
an ideological obsession than because
the public broadcaster was inefficient.
In my view, the day Jonathan Shier was
appointed to run the ABC in the Howard
years was the beginning of a dark time
in that place.” Shier was managing
director of the ABC from March 2000 to
December 2001, and oversaw a period
of great turmoil and deep cuts. Many
have followed since. Today, O’Brien said,

the ABC is “still confronting
the same sad ideological
prejudice. And now, even
the Australian Federal
Police, some of whom
have themselves leaked
to us in the past, have
seen fit to raid the place”,
a reference to the recent
AFP raids on the Sydney
newsrooms in search of
the source of a leak. His
next target was his own
profession, which had to
“share responsibility for the
great failures of our time”,
he said. The first of those failings was
on climate change. “We are still stuck in
the mire of drab, dishonest arguments
that will come at great cost to future
generations,” O’Brien said. “We, the
journalists, have not cut through the fake
news effectively. We have not properly
held politicians to account.”

didn’t exist.” Such racism
still existed today – just
look inside any prison and
you will see the proof, he
said – but one tool to bring
it to an end is available.
“We all have an opportunity
together in this term of
the Federal Parliament to
make a genuine effort to
understand and support
what is embodied in the
Uluru Statement From
the Heart, a remarkable
document, forged in
unity by more than 250
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
leaders representing the oldest surviving
culture on the face of the Earth, a culture
that adds a richness that is unique to this
continent. And yet we other Australians
are mostly ignorant of it.”

We like to be
seen as one
nation made
up of many
parts, now
it’s time to
prove it.

He then moved on to what he described
as the “one big glaring gap in this
nation’s otherwise great story … the
failure to reconcile Indigenous and
non-indigenous Australia”. When he
began his career, he said, Indigenous
Australians were not even counted in
the national census. “On paper, they

He added that, contrary to claims from
some quarters, “the Uluru Statement
represents no threat to a single individual
in any corner of this country, and certainly
no threat to the integrity of Parliament.
And if you’re told that, don’t you believe
it. On the contrary, it will add much to the
integrity of our nation. “We like to be seen
as one nation made up of many parts,”
he said. “Now it’s time to prove it.”
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J

on Cassidy – known
as Darce – was an
accomplished journalist,
photographer, staunch
unionist, energetic campaigner
for social justice, Indigenous
and workers’ rights, renowned
cook and major force in
alternative media.
He enrolled in Law at Sydney
University but instead became
a radical journalist, launching
an irreverent, uncensored,
underground journalism
through news sheets, adopting
the slogan “All power grows
out of the barrel of a Gestetner”
(a now obsolete stencil
duplicating machine) and
enraging university and high
school authorities.

incident when the bus was run
off the road.

Jon (Darce)
Cassidy
journalist and leader of
radical organisations, including
Friends of the ABC (SA)

Cassidy took along a recorder,
documenting the discrimination
of local whites towards their
Indigenous neighbours.
The ultra-conservative ABC
management censored these
tapes, but he kept them
under his bed until they were
broadcast on Radio National
many years later. He often
revisited the towns along the
Freedom Ride’s itinerary to
support Indigenous peoples’
fight for equal rights.
Alongside his mainstream
journalism Cassidy was active
in alternative media, as a
volunteer broadcaster and
board member of 3CR, one
of Australia’s first community
radio stations, also writing
for Nation Review and New
Journalist.

Cassidy joined the ABC in
Jan Smith, Anna Rigg
1964, initially as a researcher
and Mark Aarons
on Four Corners followed
SMH 12 July
by stints on AM, PM and
numerous Radio National
He recorded the then obscure
programs, including Lateline,
Redgum,
paving
the
way for the band’s stellar
Broadband and Background Briefing. He was a
success.
He
had
a
long
involvement in training and
journalist for over thirty years and the Melbourne
education.
In
the
early
days
of community radio he
manager of Radio Special Projects (later Talks and
developed
training
courses
for
3CR, SBS radio and
Documentaries). He was a long-time official of the
numerous
community
radio
stations.
In the early
ABC Staff Union, first as NSW branch secretary and
1980s
he
joined
the
Royal
Melbourne
Institute of
then as Victorian secretary, a position he won from
Technology’s
Advisory
Committee,
helping
design
the incumbent right-wing leadership in a bitterly
the
first
media
studies
course
and
later
lecturing
in
fought election. His last ABC position was South
broadcasting
law
and
policy.
Australian manager.
After retiring, Cassidy became the first executive
In the 1960s Cassidy was a significant leader in
director of Electronic Frontiers Australia, leading
radical organisations, including the Maoist-led
the fight for the liberalisation of encryption
Monash University Labour Club and the Worker
technology, against government proposals for
Student Alliance.
tighter Internet censorship and in support of
He openly supported the Vietnamese armed struggle
transparency in relation to phone and email
against US occupation and, like other advocates of
surveillance.
militant protest, he was regularly slandered.
Cassidy was active in multicultural broadcasting
Bob Santamaria’s right-wing magazine Newsweekly
as executive director of the National Ethnic and
campaigned to oust him from his “subversive”
Multicultural Broadcasters’ Council. He was
influence at the ABC, claiming he was a terrorist.
instrumental in transforming the Save Our SBS
Management obtained advice from ASIO that Darce
group from a club into an active and effective
was a revolutionary, not a terrorist, whose role in
incorporated association, and was President of
producing book reviews for Radio National did not
Friends of the ABC in South Australia.
threaten national security.
In his last years, after his diagnosis of Alzheimer’s,
In 1965 he was a participant in the Freedom Ride,
Cassidy joined the Australian Greens and
a bus tour which exposed endemic racism towards
campaigned for the rights of refugees. He is
Indigenous people in rural Australia. During the
survived by his daughter Anna (whom he had with
journey through western NSW there were several
Julie Rigg), his wife of 35 years Jan Smith and
heated confrontations, including a life-threatening
their son Michael.
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Victorian Group Report
The Victorian Election Campaign went
into hyper-drive in the final weeks
before the election with an additional six
billboards going up around Melbourne,
the Leaders Meeting at Deakin Edge
attracting a packed house and media
to hear both Bill Shorten and Richard
di Natale giving further commitments to
ABC funding and independence, and
our marvellous Local Groups hosting
protests outside Mitch Fifield’s offices
(Mark Dreyfus attended), a luncheon with
Jon Faine as guest speaker and with
ABCF stalls and volunteers present at
every railway station, market and festival
throughout.

Despite the disappointing national result,
ABC Friends Victoria can claim some
success with ‘Pro-ABC’ candidates
elected in three (Corangamite, Dunkley
and Macnamara) of the six targeted
marginal seats and another (Chisholm)
going to the wire in controversial
circumstances (wow were there some
nasty tactics employed there!). It’s good
to know that the three newly elected
MPs, Peta Murphy, Libby Croker and
Josh Burns, are all strong supporters of
the ABC.
At the March meeting of the ABC Friends
- Southern Bayside Group we learnt from
our invited guest Peta Murphy, Labor
candidate for Dunkley, that the electorate
of Dunkley was named after the social
reformer Louisa Dunkley.

Louisa Margaret Dunkley (1866 – 1927)
started work for the Postmaster-General’s
Department in 1882 and passed the
Public Service Examination in 1887.
While working as a telegraphist she soon
discovered that women earned significantly
less than men.
In 1902, after a protracted campaign and
despite efforts to deter her, the Public
Service Act included a provision for
equal pay for female telegraphists and
postmistresses.
ABC Friends (Victoria) had selected the
marginal seat of Dunkley and candidate
Peta Murphy as worthy of our support for
the May 2019 election
All present at our meeting were impressed
with Peta’s life-long commitment to
fairness, her
hard work in the
community and her
work in the campaign
as the Labor
candidate at the
4.

3.

1.

5.

2.

1. Richard di Natale speaking at the Leaders Meeting. 2 Bill Shorten.
3. Peta Murphy meeting with Southern Bayside Group. 4. Josh
Burns. 5. One of the Melbourne billboards. 6. Kerry O’Brien.

6.
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2016 Federal election, in which the Liberal
candidate Chris Crewther was successful.
In her hour with us, members were in
no doubt that Peta was an outstanding
candidate, who since her secondary
school days has been an avid ABC viewer
and listener. Her election card clearly
stated she was ‘supporting the ABC and
SBS.

Peta spoke too about her teacher parents

who were influences in her passion for
education and her belief in ‘the right
of everyone to get a good education’.
Members took the opportunity to hand
out ABC Friends Fact Sheets to an
appreciative audience. It was with great
relief that we were later to learn a few
days after the election that Peta was
successful and later again to hear that our
good friends at ABC Friends-Geelong had
helped elect an ABC supporter, Labor’s
Libby Coker.
It is most appropriate, indeed fitting, that
Labor’s Peta Murphy, barrister, is the first
woman to be elected to the Victorian
Federal electorate of Dunkley named
after social reformer Louisa Dunkley. We
sincerely wish Peta every success in all the

challenges facing her during her first term
in parliament.
Ivor Donohue Chair
Southern Bayside Group
NON MARGINAL SEATS - Even though
many of our members in groups are in
safe Labor seats, they were busy in the
time leading up to and after the elections.
THE INNER WEST GROUP - Even
before the Inner West group had been
established, three very enthusiastic
people, and their friends had a stall at the
Festival of Colours in Footscray. Our lovely
white t-shirts as shown in the photo at the
beginning of the day had a permanent,
pink tinge by the end of the day, as there
was so much red powder in the air.
(Could this confirm the suspicions of many

2.

1.

3.

1. Geelong billboard. 2. Matt Peacock, Maxine McKew and Quentin Dempster.
3. ABC Friends stall at La Trobe. 4. Local Groups Thank You meeting. 5. Jon Faine lunch.
6. Demonstration outside Mitch Fifield’s office.

4.

5.
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6.

people about the ABC being a left wing
organisation?).
They did then go on to have their inaugural
meeting, which was attended by a large
number of people, as shown below.
The Inner West also managed to have a
stall at an inside, weekend Literary Festival
in Williamstown. Here they received a very
warm reception, as there was a big overlap
between the visitors and ABC supporters.
BALLARAT - The Ballarat group has
recently been established. One member
took the lead of the Inner West group and
started working even before the group
was established and visited an advisor at
Catherine King’s (Labor MP for Ballarat)
office using information and handouts
provided by the state committee. Before
the election members of the group letter
boxed and gave out brochures. They have
just had their second meeting where they
started planning a forum to be held later in
the year.
SOCIAL MEETINGS - After the election
results, we were all dispirited. We had
worked so hard leading up to the elections
and had hoped that all our visits to the local
Labor MPs would now have a result. For

this reason a few groups decided to have
a meal together to help us re-energize for
the long haul to the next election. All who
came said it was a successful evening/
lunch and are better prepared for all the
actions we will need to take.
LETTER WRITING - After the ABC raids
one group-leader sent around a proforma
letter to Paul Fletcher and to Morrison.
This was then used by a number of our
members to also send as an email. Many,
but not all, have then received a letter from
Paul Fletcher, even one member who did
not include his postal address in his email!
Margaret Hanrahan
margaret@nashcc.com.au

Above. Inner West Group at the Colour
Festival Below. At their inaugural meeting.

Queensland
Since the wonderful Election Campaign
launch at The Edge, on the river at
Southbank, our membership numbers
have been growing steadily and, with
the advent of the Sunshine Coast and
Hinterland sub-branch, our influence
is widening. Prior to the election, the
Queensland committee formed a very
active election campaign sub-group who
met regularly and devised a very strong
campaign in electorates considered to be
worthy of our meagre resources. Mac,
Vikki, Bronwyn and Garth put in a sterling
effort to produce flyers for distribution at
pre-polling venues and several members
attended the pre-polling venues regularly,
especially Rosemary who spent many
hours at the City Hall pre-polling site.
Thanks to the resources of the National
body, we produced videos for Herbert,
Ryan, Capricornia and Dickson and
placed strategically on Facebook for the
maximum benefit. Coinciding with these
activities, we attended a few markets
with our stall issuing a large range of
ABC Friends merchandise and receiving
positive feedback from the public.
Since the election, ABC Friends has been
devoting its time on strategies to increase
membership and donations. We have
been endeavouring to build our supporter
base with the concept of associate
membership for people who don’t wish
to financially support our organisation or
do not have the time to devote to Friends’
activities. This is progressing quite well,
and we have a considerable number of
associate members.

Libby Coker with ABC Friends

Prior to the launch of NationBuilder, a
couple of committee members attended
training to become competent users
of this new program. We have found
it very user-friendly and it has certainly
reduced the time required to enter data
in spreadsheets and has reduced the risk
of losing vital membership information. I
am sure the various members in ABC
Friends (Qld) who have been doing the
correspondence, finance and membership
register will notice a large decrease in the
time taken to manage these functions.
Committee person, Dr Mark Hayes was
instrumental in bringing the ABC Alumni
and the ABC Friends (Qld) together for a
discussion on how we could best work
together in the future and both see many
benefits of a strong working relationship.
Both organisations are relatively small in
comparison to our southern neighbours,
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did reply; the Liberal Party candidates
returned only an unsigned letter (‘The
Morrison Government’s response to ABC
Friends’) providing words that we have
all heard before, such as the ABC being
well-funded; generic responses were also
received from One Nation, the Shooters
Fishers & Farmers Party, and from some
other smaller groups.

Ross McDowell and Margaret Reynolds lead the Friends rally outside Peter Dutton’s office.

so co-operation is seen as the best use of
our resources.

campaign for increased resources and
continuing independence for the ABC.

Over the coming months ABC Friends (Qld)
will flesh out our strategic plan, collated
in July, and put considerable effort into
increasing membership and our coverage
across this vast State.

Your committee and volunteers were busy
in the weeks leading up to the election.
We organised the production of three
short videos for Facebook, for the marginal
seats of Cowan, Hasluck and Swan, which
were targeted at and boosted within those
electorates. Committee member Elizabeth
Long shot footage around the electorate
for the Cowan video. Thanks go to the
volunteers who helped with our campaign.

Kent Eising
Treasurer, ABC Friends Qld

Western Australia
FEDERAL ELECTION - The election is
over, but the outcome has been a subject
of intense analysis ever since, and no
doubt will continue to be so for some
time to come. Whatever the result of the
election, ABC Friends always expected
that we would need to continue our

We sent out a survey of eight questions to
most election candidates about their (or
their party’s) attitude and policy in relation
to the ABC. We received completed
surveys from: all Greens candidates, also
including the Greens’ ABC policy; the
ALP’s return rate was much smaller, but
there was much support from those who

MAY DAY 2019 - We had an encouraging
presence at the May Day Festival on
Fremantle Esplanade and appreciated
the space provided by a larger stall than
in previous years (two tables and four
chairs!). We raised about $400 in sales
of t-shirts, aprons and tote bags, plus
gold coin donations for badges and
stickers. Though there were fewer new
memberships than last year, many people
took forms home with them and we had
a bounce in memberships in the weeks
following. Thanks to committee members
Bevan Carter, Michael Dowling, Terri
Brown and Janet Matthews, and Janet’s
grandson Jacob, for their invaluable help
and support.
MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS - Our new
online membership system is up and
running and some initial teething problems
seem to have been resolved. There are
new payment options which will make
renewals easier for members, joining easier
for new members, and take some of the
workload off Friends’ membership officers
around the country. Members without
email will continue to receive important
notices and Update magazine through
the post. Emails to all members, and to
individuals or groups of members, will also
be sent out through the new system.
FUTURE EVENTS - We are flagging
Sunday 22 September for our AGM, and
hope to hold it at the ABC, preferably back

Left. Janet Matthews and grand-daughter Aisling on Election Day. Above. Janet at the stall,
May Day Festival Fremantle.
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in the ground floor music studio which was
unavailable to us last year because of the
production of the TV series The Heights,
currently screening on Friday nights at
8.30pm (which I hope you are enjoying,
as I am – great to see parts of Perth in the
background). We are also considering a
Christmas Dinner, probably to be held in
November before the round of seasonal
festivities gets going.
Bobbie Mackley
President WA

South Australia/
Northern Territory
In SA we were very busy leading up to
and during the federal election campaign.
Members were kept informed about our
activity but, just to summarise, this is how
we worked.
We formed an election sub-committee
to work up strategies for the election
and presented our ideas to our state
committee to discuss what was/was
not possible. Having decided to work
in Boothby, Grey, Mayo and Sturt, an
approach was made to members asking
if they would be happy to help out during
the election. About 22 members indicated
they could help but only about nine (plus
five committee members) were able to
attend the election strategy meeting we
held on the 17 March. Eleven members
and four committee members were able to
help out on polling day.
We asked members to keep an eye
out for when candidate meetings were
being held and we were able to get to
two candidate meetings in Boothby and

SA members With Sara Hanson Young at the Gardeners’ Market.

a SA Senator candidate meeting held
by the Australia Institute. One member
attended a candidate meeting in Mayo.
We managed to pose a question at the
candidate meetings. Three stalls were
held: one in Sturt, one in Boothby, and one
at the autumn ABC Gardeners’ Market.
The interaction with the public at our
stalls was very satisfying and we were
able to explain to people the difficulties
the ABC was under and threats to its
funding and independence. An article,
‘The Importance of the ABC in Outback
Australia’ was distributed nationally by a
Facebook link back to our website.
A candidate survey was put together and
all candidates in the four electorates were
contacted for a response. From these we
put together a How to Vote (HTV) Card
for each electorate, grouping candidates
according to strong/moderate/low support
for the ABC. Voters were urged to ‘Vote
for the candidate who will work to protect
the future of the ABC’. The HTV cards
were linked to our national website where
the HTV cards had been uploaded. Using
the member resources we had, we were
able to have a presence on polling day at
nine sites (six Sturt, three Boothby) after
an analysis was done to identify at which
sites we would be most effective. We are
grateful for the support of those members
who ‘put their hands up’ to help out
and also to those who generously gave
donations to help finance our activity (state
and national).
A review is being done across states by
ABC F National to identify what strategies
worked and what were less effective, with
a view to refining our strategies going
forward.

Roselie Copely presents free raffle prize to
winner.

The following quote is from Background
Briefing, National edition, November 1998.

‘The aftermath of the election has been
something of an anticlimax for Friends of
the ABC. We put so much of our effort
and resources into making the national
broadcaster into an election issue - to
nudge people into judging the major
parties on their policies for the ABC - only
to find that post - election nothing has
changed.’
This could easily have been written after
18 May, 2019, except that now the ABC’s
funding and independence are firmly on
the political agenda largely in thanks to our
activity as a national organisation. It is due
to the synergy and cooperation between
State Friends organisations and a growing
membership, Australia wide, that we are
far more effective as our activity becomes
more coordinated.
Friends of the ABC SA/NT has lost three of
its past luminaries in recent months.
DARCE CASSIDY (passed away
April 2019). Darce joined the ABC as a
trainee journalist in 1964. This was the
start of a long career in journalism in
which he worked on the likes of Four
Corners, AM, PM and in various radio
management roles, culminating in 1989
in his appointment as South Australian
State Manager (Radio). After retiring, he
joined Friends of the ABC SA and was
president (1999-2004) and an effective
spokesperson for both ‘Save Our SBS’
and ‘Friends of ABC’. Jan Smith, Darce’s
wife was involved in developing the State
Membership database for a number of
years, during the same time that Darce
was active. Darce was a Life Member of
the Friends as his wife, Jan, continues
to be.
JOAN LAING (passed away Oct
2018). Joan retired in 2014 from the SA
committee after many years of exceptional
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local level. As well as our usual stomping
grounds such as the Launceston Mall, we
popped up in New Norfolk, Cygnet, Sorell
and St Helens, and volunteers reported a
high level of understanding of and concern
about the risks facing our ABC.

Sturt Electorate
Stall with Labor
Candidate
Cressida O’Hanlon.

And everywhere our supporters ventured
across the state, posters found their
way to shop and community centre front
windows. We’re pretty sure we’ve never
been seen in Queenstown before and
every cocky in Tassie had a chance to see
our material at Agfest. We developed a
new poster for these uses.

service in the roles of secretary (19962004), president (about 2006 to 2010)
and editor of SA’s newsletter, ‘Background
Briefings’. This became the title of the
national newsletter from 1999 and Joan
was the inaugural editor. Joan edited
the national newsletter until 2005. The
national newsletter was originally compiled
in Melbourne but this now takes place in
Sydney, under the title of ‘Update’ and
where it is edited by Mal Hewitt. Joan was
a Life Member of the Friends.

CWA at 30 Dequetteville Terrace, Kent
Town, at 2pm. Deb Tribe (ABC Adelaide)
will be our guest speaker and she will
cut a special cake to celebrate 30 years
of ‘Gardening Australia’. We urge you
to attend and please nominate for the
committee if you think you can lend a
hand.

TERRY KEEN (passed away April 2019).
Terry was avid in his support of the ABC
and an active member of the Friends in
the 90s to the early 2000s. Terry was
already a member when he met his wife
to be, Marjorie, in 1992. She joined shortly
afterwards.

Tasmania

In 1996 the Howard government
announced a $55 million cut to the ABC’s
1997-98 budget. The Friends became
unfriendly. There were protest marches
in Adelaide and demonstrations with
hundreds of supporters in a big rally in
Victoria Square and another at the North
Terrace-King William Street intersection.
Joan Laing and Darce Cassidy were the
movers and shakers at the time. Terry
ran the Action Committee (2000-2005)
which had been set up specifically in
response to budget cuts and Marjorie was
minute secretary for the action and state
committees. As an artist/ teacher she did a
lot of the design work of banners including
the letter head for the then SA newsletter
‘Background Briefings’.

We have a long history of regular market
and street tables in both Launceston and
Hobart. For the campaign, we wanted the
chance to talk with voters in other parts of
the state, especially smaller country towns.
This also gave our members outside the
cities a chance to get involved at their

FINALLY, A NOTICE TO OUR SA
MEMBERS - A strong and active
membership is crucial for our advocacy
role as Friends of the ABC. On Sunday
18 August we are holding our AGM at the
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Sue Pinnock
President ABC Friends SA/NT

ON THE CAMPAIGN TRAIL
Election campaigning kicked off in Tassie
in March and saw activities in all three
regions over the next three months,
focussing on Bass, Braddon and Lyons.

Hobart protest.

All candidates for the Senate and the
three targeted electorates were surveyed
about their views on a range of issues
impacting on the ABC. Their responses
formed the basis of HOW TO VOTE banner
ads placed in each of the three regional
newspapers three days before the election.
With a strong history of below-the-line
voting in Tasmania, our ad in The Mercury
encouraged voters to support candidates
who would be strong advocates for the
ABC in the Senate.
Our volunteer base may be small but,
with a mighty effort (special thanks to Ros
and Mike Stoddart in the South, and to
John Andersen and Peter Lawrence in the
North-West), we letterboxed around 3,000
homes in all parts of the state.
Our campaign culminated in protests
outside the ABC in both Launceston and
Hobart to coincide with
the fantastic
event run by
our Friends
in Victoria
on Saturday
12 May. The
ABC in Hobart
is located on
a major city
roundabout and

Liberals to Labor. And, after a nail-biting
two weeks, Labor’s Sue Templeman, a
strong ABC and Friends’ supporter, held
on to Macquarie and therefore restricted
the Morrison government’s margin to one
seat.

Launceston protest.

we had lots of supportive toots and waves
from passing motorists.
While we were as despondent as all our
Friends across the country at the final
election outcome, we are confident that
we got our message to many people we
have never reached before and we live to
fight another day.
Kate Durkin, Secretary ABC Friends Tas

NSW and ACT
Committee members and volunteers
across NSW and the ACT worked hard to
draw attention to the importance of the
ABC in the run-up to the federal election.
The message was that Australia demands
a well-funded, strong and independent
public broadcaster. This is a pre-requisite
for democracy. Friends urged voters to
vote for the candidate that they trusted
with the ABC. Friends were active across
seventeen electorates: Cowper, Dobell,
Eden-Monaro, Gilmore, Hunter, Lindsay,
Lyne, Macquarie, Newcastle, Page,
Paterson, Reid, Richmond, Robertson,
Shortland, Warringah and Wentworth.
As readers will remember, the polls and
bookies were aligned in their anticipation
that the 2019 federal election would
see a Labor win. The result confounded
expectations: there was a swing away
from Labor. Clive Palmer’s United Australia
Party and Pauline Hanson’s One Nation
picked up 7.5% of the national vote.
Neither party won a seat in the House
of Representatives but their preferences
assisted the return of the Morrison
government. The Coalition gained four
seats and Labor lost four seats. Requiring
76 seats for a majority, the Coalition
won 77; one seat more than it held
following the 2016 election. Labor won

68 seats; 6 seats are held by Greens and
Independents. It is again a very narrow
majority.
It was clearly not the result that we fought
for. It was an undeserved reflection on
all the hard work that so many people
put in across the state. I believe that we
did a good job in identifying the issues
around the ABC and seeking support. The
effort, on the part of so many, was simply
staggering.
With the benefit of hindsight, it is clear
that our efforts have an impact at the
margin. In close races, Friends can make
the difference. This 2019 election was not
about the ABC and the results were not
close in many of the electorates in which
we campaigned. The big issues were tax,
the economy and climate; and Morrison
managed with great skill to shape a
Presidential contest between himself and
Bill Shorten. There was a tide of support
for the conservatives and this carried them
back to government. News Corp, Clive
Palmer (spending $60-$80 million!) and
others played their part.
There were some encouraging results.
Former PM, Tony Abbott, had been a
relentless critic of the ABC and indeed,
one of his first measures after becoming
PM was to introduce swingeing cuts to
the ABC in breach of his pre-election
promise: ‘There will be no cuts to the ABC;
no cuts to SBS’. Despite holding a very
safe Liberal seat, he was well defeated
by Independent, Zali Steggall. Zali was
outspoken in support of a strong and
independent ABC and attended a Friends’
rally in Warringah in the week of the
election. Friends in Gilmore gave strong
support to candidates in this electorate
who indicated their support for the ABC. It
was one of the few seats to move from the

AFP RAIDS ON ABC - On 5 June, AFP
officers arrived at the ABC’s Ultimo offices
with a search warrant. They indicated
that they were investigating allegations
of the ABC’s publication of classified
materials contrary to the Crimes Act. The
allegations were based on the ABC’s
reporting of alleged unlawful killings by
Australian troops in Afghanistan in 2017.
The previous day, AFP officers searched
the home of a News journalist, Annika
Smethurst. In April 2018, she had written a
story on reports that the Australian Signals
Directorate was seeking to broaden its
powers to spy on Australian citizens.
ABC Chair, Ita Buttrose, indicated her
grave concerns over the raid on the ABC:
An untrammelled media is important to
the public discourse and to democracy.
It is the way in which Australian citizens
are kept informed about the world and its
impact on their daily lives. Observance of
this basic tenet of the community’s right to
know has driven my involvement in public
life and my career in journalism for almost
five decades. In a frank conversation
with the minister for communications,
cyber safety and the arts, Paul Fletcher,
yesterday, I said the raid, in its very public
form and in the sweeping nature of the
information sought, was clearly designed
to intimidate.
Margaret Reynolds, ABCF National
President, ABC Alumni, Professor Peter
Greste and other leading Australian
media commentators released comments
condemning the AFP raids as outrageous
and a very real threat to free speech
and a free press in Australia. The
NSW Committee has been monitoring
developments.
NEW NATIONAL WEBSITE &
MEMBERSHIP FACILITIES - ABC
Friends has recently launched a new
website that features new benefits for
members and those who might join
us. Online membership facilities are
being automated for the convenience of
members and those who manage their
membership. As before, people intending
to join will be able to do so online using
their credit card and similarly, existing
members will be able to renew online with
their card if they wish. If you use email,
membership renewal and reminder notices
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will be sent to you automatically in a timely
manner. Otherwise renewal notices will be
posted as usual.
Another new online feature allows you to
activate your account if you wish. You will
then be able to log into the membership
area and easily renew your membership or
change your personal details such as your
address or phone number etc. Those who
do not like to use their credit cards online
will be able to fill out a membership form,
print it and send it by email or post to ABC
Friends. And of course, those who don’t
use the internet at all will continued to use
the process of relying on Australia Post.
Our website address is now abcfriends.
org.au It has up to date news about
the ABC and details of ABC Friends’
campaigns. There will be a ‘News Archive’
section where links to stories in the public
media about the ABC will be available.
Another feature is the ‘Campaign Video
Gallery’ where you will be able to view
videos created by ABC Friends and
supporters.
Heartfelt thanks to Chris Cartledge for
his years of hard work on this important
project.
ANNUAL DINNER, FRIDAY 6
SEPTEMBER - The dinner will again be at
Cellos, Castlereagh Hotel, 169 Castlereagh
St, Sydney. I am delighted that ABC Chair,
Ita Buttrose, has accepted our invitation
to address the dinner. National President,
Margaret Reynolds has also indicated
that she will be joining us. As at the time
of writing, I have been told that there has
been a very strong demand for places
and we appear to be full. We are talking
to Cellos to see if any more seats can be
found! My sincere apology to members
who have not been able to secure a place.

Protesters at the office of Communications Minister Paul Fletcher. Picture: Sascha O’Sullivan.

THANKS TO GAYLE DAVIES - Gayle has
stood down from her role as Membership
Secretary, bringing to an end several years
of great service to NSW & ACT Friends
as Committee Member, Secretary and
Membership Secretary. The Committee
thanked Gayle for all her hard work. Gayle
has indicated that she will continue to be
an active Friend and we can look forward
to seeing her at our various events. A new
Membership Secretary will be appointed
very soon. Thanks to Chris Cartledge and
Sybille Frank, who have been holding the
fort.
Professor Ed Davis
President NSW & ACT
ABC PROTESTERS GATHER AT
COMMUNICATIONS MINISTER PAUL
FLETCHER’S OFFICE
Sascha O’Sullivan
The Australian, 11 June
A small band of protesters [65 people]
have gathered outside Communications

Minister Paul Fletcher’s office in Sydney
to rally against Australian Federal
Police raiding the homes and offices of
journalists at last week. NSW Greens
senator Mehreen Faruqi attended the
protest organised by Friends of the
ABC, and held up a “Journalism is not a
Crime” poster.
The protest was prompted by the AFP
raiding the home of Sunday Telegraph
journalist Annika Smethurst last Tuesday,
and the offices of the ABC days later.
“It’s a lovely day outside but it’s a dark
day for democracy and press freedom
in Australia,” said Chris Haviland, the
federal Labor candidate for Mr Fletcher’s
seat of Bradfield.
One person dressed up in a B1
costume, from ABC’s Bananas in
Pyjamas, put handcuffs and chains
around their wrists, and black duct
tape over their mouth. Among the signs
advocating for free press were signs
of Home Affairs Minister Peter Dutton,
photoshopped onto a picture of a Nazi
soldier.
“The AFP raids that we have seen on
the home of news limited journalist
Annika Smethhurst and ABC offices
last week are a brazen attack on free
press. The AFP is the governments law
enforcement arm … it is an extension of
the government,” Senator Faruqi said.
“If these unprecedented raids don’t ring
alarm bells for us I don’t know what
will,” the Greens Senator continued.
“This intimidation fits neatly into the
government’s efforts to hide themselves
from public scrutiny.”

Greens Senator Mehreen Faruqi was among the group. Picture: Sascha O’Sullivan.
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Hunter Branch
Pre-election campaign activities were
organised by the Hunter branch committee
members to ensure that voters in the four
federal electorates of Hunter, Newcastle,
Paterson and Shortland were made aware
of the critical ongoing issues that are
faced by the national broadcaster. The
four electorates were all previously held
by ALP representatives, Joel Fitzgibbon,
Sharon Claydon, Meryl Swanson and Pat
Conroy and it was anticipated by the polls
that they would all retain their seats with
comfortable majorities.
Information stalls were organised by
branch supporters at the Newcastle
Farmers’ Markets at Broadmeadow
and another was set up at the popular
suburban Adamstown markets. Members
also carried out letter-boxing of ABCF
flyers in suburbs located in the Paterson
and Hunter electorates.
Members gained the impression at the
market stalls that the general public did
not consider the problems faced by the
ABC in terms of funding and political

interference, were as critical as taxation
policies and climate change issues which
had gained far more attention in the media.
This attitude was somewhat different to
that noted at past market day stalls when
the ABC had suffered serious funding cuts
in the annual federal budgets.
All sitting members were returned in their
electorates, though only Sharon Claydon
in the Newcastle electorate did not suffer
any swing against her. The largest swing
to Pauline Hanson’s One Nation Party in
any electorate nationally occurred in the
Hunter electorate. Whilst that party’s
negative attitude to the ABC is well known,
it is unlikely to have been the reason for its
strong showing against the ALP.
Rather, the concerns about the future
of the coal mining industry around the
Cessnock, Singleton and Muswellbrook
featured strongly in the minds of many
Hunter voters.
At its recent June meeting, Hunter
members held a brainstorming session
to examine the advantages and
disadvantages of the ABCF’s election
campaign strategies, the AFP attacks on

Australi-an journalists including the ABC,
and what we can do to demonstrate our
support of the journal-ists. Members
also discussed the current standards
of news coverage, the likely long-term
future of free-to-air TV, as well as of public
broadcasting in the face of recent new
alternative offerings in the media.
Arrangements have been made to hold
the Hunter branch’s Annual General
Meeting on Saturday, 7 September
commencing at 1.00 p.m. It will be
held in the John Fleming Room at South
Newcas-tle Leagues Club, 46 Llewellyn
Street, Merewether.
Members look forward to hearing the
guest speaker, State ABCF President,
Professor Ed Davis who will discuss
the ABC and the current state of play,
particularly since the AFP’s raid on the
ABC, Ed’s reflections on the election
campaign and finally the ABCF’s strategic
priorities for 2020/21.
Margaret Conners
Publicity Officer, ABC Friends Hunter

Armidale

Hunter Branch members Gwenda and Tom Jones greeting visitors to the ABCF
stall at the Adamstown Market.

It has been a relatively quiet time here
at the Armidale branch. We awarded
our ABC Friends Media Prize to Melanie
Kennard, who was the strongest graduate
from 2018 in the Bachelor of Media and
Communication at the University of New
England. By awarding this prize we
hope to be contributing to the careers
of new professional and ethical media
workers, as we move into a time where
there is an increasing potential for the
false reporting of news information and
manipulation of public opinion. Prior
to the May election we collected 216
signatures for an open letter to the eight
candidates running in the seat of New
England. This open letter stressed the
importance of a free and independent
media. True at any time but particularly so
at election time. Accompanying this open
letter, we included the NSW ABC Friends
questionnaire in which respondents could
express their views concerning the ABC.
Unfortunately, only three of the candidates
(out of eight) completed and returned
their questionnaires. Information from this
was then used to write a letter to local
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NSW Branch News
newspapers. For a second unfortunately,
we didn’t see this letter appear in the
print versions of the local papers. We
didn’t have a very effective run there,
but then to be honest, New England is a
bit of a one-horse race, and his name is
Barnaby. We continue with our talks to
community groups, with another talk in
May to a Rotary group (there are four such
groups in Armidale), again highlighting the
importance of public broadcasting and the
role of the ABC Friends. The club made
a charity donation of $50 in response to
that talk. In general we do are dismayed
at the continuing cutbacks to ABC funding
under the recently re-elected Coalition
government, but our admiration goes to
the ABC staff as they continue to provide
an excellent service to all. We hope that
the new Minister for Communications,
Paul Fletcher, appreciates the immense
contributions that both the ABC and SBS
make to the artistic, political and social
activities which define this country.
In Armidale we have a number of new
people on our committee for 2019, which
puts a bit more spring into our step. In
fact, some of our activities for later in the
year have already been planned and they
will be reported as they take place. We
can report on a couple of activities which
started this year. In what is now becoming
a regular feature, we provided a speaker
to another Armidale community group,
this time a Rotary Club. The focus of
these talks is on the importance of public
broadcasting for a healthy democracy.
Something which sounds somewhat
trite, but surprisingly still provides an
opportunity to make points which are
often forgotten, or otherwise deserve
review. In this case there was an added
bonus where, in response to our talk, the
Rotary Club provided 50 international
polio vaccinations, which was matched
by another 100 vaccinations from the Bill
& Melinda Gates Foundation. We also
collected 139 signatures on a petition at
the Armidale February market, requesting
that the Australian Parliament contact
the appropriate people to increase the
transmission strength for Radio National
in the Armidale area. This reflects a key
point in the ABC Charter, to provide ABC
broadcasting to as many Australians
as possible. One only has to be a few
kilometres out of Armidale and Radio
National is lost.
Bruce Stevenson
President ABC Friends Armidale
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Northern Rivers
ABCF Northern Rivers covers the
electorates of Page (Nats) and Richmond
(ALP) spread over 320 km of coastal
towns and small inland villages. Branch
activities have traditionally been limited
to the northern slightly more urbanised
sector. But because Page has a large
population of electors south of Lismore,
and we had decided to run a marginal
seats campaign, we needed to broaden
our activities. The ABC Alumni group was
approached.
As with the 2016 election we sent surveys
to the Nationals, Labor and Greens and
received positive reponses from Greens
and Labor with an expansive policy
response from the Labor member for
Richmond. For the second election in a
row the Nats ignored us.
Because of the ABCF theme – ‘Vote
for the candidate you trust with the
ABC’ we also felt obliged to contact the
smaller parties operating in the Far North
Coast. We developed a scorecard and
at well-attended markets at Lismore,
Murwillumbah and Pottsville, we gave
feedback on their level of support. We also
issued media releases and social media
reports, summarising the responses to
our survey but as expected the Murdochdominated print media ignored us, with the
exception of the Grafton Daily Examiner.
There we received a positive article
emphasising the community support
for the ABC. The Nats sitting member
for Page was asked to comment on his
party’s lack of response to the survey
by the reporter from the Examiner. While
expressing his support for the ABC, he
repeated his line to our last deputation
about the ABC being too city-centric. I
think we’ve learned that if we need to flush
out a response from a non-communicative
politician, we`ll have more success if the
question comes from a media outlet.
One real positive is that although we have
no official branch presence in the southern
part of the Page electorate around
Grafton, a network of ABC enthusiasts
and the ABC Alumni group distributed our
information, attended sporting carnivals
and showed their support: and they’re all
young!
Unfortunately despite our efforts, the seat
of Page is now less marginal. The Labor
member for Richmond has maintained her
electoral support.

As we had been rebuffed by the Nats had
previously held a joint ‘Save the ABC’
rally with the ALP in Lismore, we clearly
had too many eggs in the ALP basket. In
hindsight, we now need to forget the past
and re- ignite a more positive relationship
with Kevin Hogan the Nats member for
Page.
Peter Dickson
President ABC Friends Northern Rivers

Central Coast
On May 3rd this year our branch hosted
former Radio National and Sydney
Radio 702 broadcaster, Jon Cleary. Jon
spoke at the Gosford Anglican Church,
the parish of prominent social activist,
Father Rod Bower. As a former staff
representative on the ABC Board from
1988-1992, Jon was able to observe
from close quarters the debates on issues
such as funding through advertising
and sponsorship and the challenges
confronted by the ABC over expenditure
cuts during the Hawke and Keating
administrations. He emphasised the threat
posed to the ABC’s independence by
the proposed introduction of advertising
and sponsorship, raising the possibility of
businesses seeking to influence schedules
and programs. He remains convinced
about the need for the ABC to remain fully
publicly funded if it is to properly reflect
Australia’s cultural diversity and broadcast
nationally including to remote locations.
To that end, Jon recalled past practices
of recruiting specialists from a range
of disciplines who were subsequently
trained as broadcasters. In the debate
between specialised broadcasting and a
more generalist, popular approach, the
latter appears to be in the ascendency,
particularly as representation on the board
is increasingly drawn from the fields of
business and finance. Jon’s speech was
very well received by the audience and
we appreciated his preparedness to
respond to all questions in a detailed and
substantive fashion.
Following Jon’s visit, we began
campaigning in earnest with the election
scheduled for the 18th of May. The lack
of responses from all parties with the
exception of the Greens, delayed our
formulation of a voting scorecard until the
second last week of campaigning. Never
the less, we managed to print off some
5,000 of these scorecards, distributing
about 4,000 mainly in the seat of
Robertson during polling and pre-polling.

Jon Cleary speaking at the Central Coast gathering.

Currently we are negotiating with the ABC
Alumni for another guest speaker for the
second half of the year. We look forward to
a visit from Ed Davis on the 9 November.
We have several meetings scheduled up to
that point including an AGM on Saturday
10 August.
Ross McGowen
President ABC Friends Central Coast

ACT & Region Report
Like other groups, the focus of the ACT
Region branch’s efforts in the first part of
the year was on the election campaign.
Our group was active in the ACT and the
adjoining electorates of Gilmore and EdenMonaro, both of which were marginal.
Some talented group members produced
a series of eye-catching promotional

bookmarks, which included short
messages pointing out the value of the
ABC and issues of concern. These were
well received in local markets and at other
events, and great conversation starters.
We contacted all the main candidate
in our electorates to seek their views
on ABC funding, independence and
coverage, and based on these developed
Voter Advice Papers to inform voters
of their candidates’ levels of support.
These were distributed by letterboxing,
at election stations, and by newspaper
advertising. While Greens and ALP
candidates generally showed strong
support for the ABC, we were also
pleased to see that some of the Liberal,
National and conservative independent
candidates were also supportive, and we
were happy to reflect this in our material.
Of course it’s hard to know what impact

our campaigning had, but we believe
that our work may have a small
influence on returning Labor candidates
in Eden-Monaro and Gilmore who
committed to active support. Our
group plans to follow up with the
candidates we polled to monitor their
actions on promises made before the
election. We will also keep in touch
with the more supportive conservative
candidates, and encourage them to
use their influence to counteract the
ABC-bashers within their parties.
Our branch is now planning a number
of activities for the rest of the year. And
we’re well aware that the next election
is less than three years away! Contact
us at abcfriendsintheactregion@gmail.
com if you’d like to join us.
Peter Lindenmayer
Convenor ABC Friends ACT
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Join the ABC Friends
There is strength in numbers, and every membership counts at this time of unprecedented attacks on ‘Our ABC’.

To join go to www.abcfriends.org.au or phone your local contact below.

ABC Friends
ABC Friends National Inc.

Queensland

Western Australia

PO Box 3620 Manuka ACT 2603
president@abcfriends.org.au

Ross McDowell
5 Dunn Ct Bunya Qld 4055
Phone: 0418 291 350
kookaburrapa@gmail.com

Bobbie Mackley
PO Box 534 Subiaco WA 6904
fabcwa1@hotmail.com
T: 0422 489 711 (office hours only)

South Australia & Northern Territory

Tasmania

Sue Pinnock
PO Box 7158 Hutt St Adelaide SA 5000
Phone: 0407 035 701
sa@abcfriends.org.au

Kate Durkin (Secretary)
55 Feltham St North Hobart Tas 7000
Phone: 0447 645 345
tas@abcfriends.org.au

Victoria
PO Box 233 South Melbourne Vic 3205
Phone: 03 9682 0073
office@abcfriends.org.au

NSW & ACT
Ed Davis
PO Box 1391 North Sydney 2059
Phone: 0438 166 986
president_nswact@abcfriends.org.au

NSW/ACT Regional Branches
ACT & Region

Eastern Suburbs

Illawarra

Northern Rivers

Peter Lindenmayer
Phone: 0497 976 945
act@abcfriends.org.au

Nizza Siano (Secretary)
16 Holland Rd
Bellevue Hill NSW 2023
Phone/Fax: 02 9327 3423
nizzamax@gmail.com

Jan Kent (Secretary)
PO Box 8
Keiraville 2500
Phone/Fax: 02 4271 3531
gunthorpe44@gmail.com

Jennie Hicks (Secretary)
Phone 0431 958 911
abcfriendsnorthernrivers@
gmail.com

Armidale
Priscilla Connor (Secretary)
41 Judith Street
Armidale NSW 2350
Phone: 02 6772 2217
priscilla.connor@iinet.net.au

Blue Mountains
Sue Noske (President)
Phone: 02 4751 8320
Mobile: 0421 020 610
sue_noske2002@yahoo.com.au

Central Coast
Ross McGowen
11 Weemala Cres
Terrigal NSW 2260
Phone: 0400 213 514
ross.mcgowen61@gmail.com

Hunter
Allan Thomas
7 Cantwell Road
Lochinvar NSW 2321
Phone: 02 4930 7309
allan.thomas2@bigpond.com

Mid North Coast

Publicity Officers
Margaret and Robert Conners
4 Wattle Street
Bolton Point NSW 2283
Phone: 02 4959 8464
margaret.conners@bigpond.com

Harry Creamer
PO Box 1888
Port Macquarie 2444
Phone: 02 6582 6187
Mobile: 0431 158 252

Drusi Megget
24 Arncliffe Ave
Port Macquarie NSW 2444
Phone: 02 6583 8798
fabc.midcoast@gmail.com

Byron sub branch
Jill Keogh
Phone: 02 6688 4558
jilldkeogh@gmail.com
Tweed sub branch
Sandy Copley
Phone: 02 6677 1570
aco9780@gmail.com
Lismore sub branch
Therese Crollick
Phone: 02 6624 2289
therese.crollick@bigpond.com

Victorian Groups
Like to join a local group or
be on their mailing list
in Victoria?
We have many local groups.
To find out more about one
in your area:

➞

Not in these areas?
Contact Margaret
0421 338 155 as we are
setting up new groups.

Southern Bayside

Inner Melbourne

Boroondara

Ivor, 9580 6402
ivor_donohue@hotmail.com

Gael 9859 5185 or
barretts75@gmail.com

Geelong area

Russell, 0401 080 762
huntingtonrk@gmail.com
or Margaret 0421 338 155
margaret@nashcc.com.au

Michael, 03 5271 1222
kinnane.m.c@bigpond.com

Castlemaine area

Northern Melbourne

Geoff, 0402 262 261
cord-free@hotmail.com

Margaret, 0421 338 155
margaret@nashcc.com.au

Eastern Melbourne
Neil 0411 487 348
jenbneilb@gmail.com

Inner Western Melbourne
Anne-Maree
annemaree.newbold@gmail.com

Latrobe electorate
Peter Fleming 0418 557 808,
lrbrain1896@gmail.com

